Slide 1 -Cost benefit analysis Welcome to this module on cost benefit analysis
However, Return on Investment calculations do not address corporate strategy or advise the likelihood of success of the investment. A company can pursue several diversionary projects meeting projected ROI requirements -yet do nothing to advance the strategy. Companies run the risk of going after "low-hanging fruit" only to find that they are building capability that does not create long-term value or otherwise advance shareholder interests.
ROI also does not consider budget, so a project with a projected high ROI may not get approval if the required investment exceeds the amount budgeted. Approval will depend upon other elements in the business case.
The primary problem with a purely financial calculation such as ROI is that the true cost of the investment is rarely accurate. Few companies have comprehensive costing models, so it's hard to estimate costs beyond the amount of the contract. And, the anticipated benefits are usually more a matter of guesswork than solid forecasting. All this points to judicious use of ROI calculations as part of any cost benefit analysis.
Slide 6 -Break-even analysis
Most cost benefit analysis addresses the issue of receiving some return from the investment. Break-even analysis explores the return in terms of that point in time when revenues from the investment equal the amount of the investment. This is the break-even point and the sooner it occurs the better the investment.
If we look at the magnitude of an investment over time, typically the costs (as represented by the red line on this chart) would be relatively high in the short-term, and gradually taper off as the investment matures. On-going maintenance and improvements would likely prevent a complete levelling-off of the contribution. However, some investments may continue to produce income without further investment, such as ownership of a patent or other forms of intellectual property.
On the income side, revenues (as represented by the green line) can start to accrue immediately after the investment, but typically there is a gradual build-up of income over time. The investment may enter a rapid growth phase and ultimately mature, with the income line levelling off, especially if additional investment in the asset has stopped.
The Break-even point is the intersection of the two lines, the point at which total revenues meets total costs. It is expressed as the payback period, or number of months or years that it takes to recoup the investment. The shorter the payback period, the better the investment. Depending upon how the costs are figured, future revenues should represent profit, unless revenues taper off, and the rate of future investment in the asset increases.
Slide 7 -Cash flow analysis
Another way to evaluate returns is to look more granularly at cash flows, comparing outflows, or costs, with inflows, or revenues, on a periodic basis over the life of the investment. If we look back at our break-even chart we see that early in the life of the investment, outflows greatly exceeded inflows. As the investment matured, inflows started catching up, and eventually surpassed the outflows.
Cash Flow analysis looks at the comparative outflows and inflows for each interval period, and also over the life of the investment. The differences for each interval period, and at the "end" of the life of the investment overall, are called net cash flows. As an example, let's assume a three-year period.
Net cash flow for the first interval period is a negative $650,000, with heavy outflows and almost no inflows.
The second interval period shows additional outflows of $150,000 and inflows of $300,000 for a net cash flow of positive $150,000.
The final interval period shows incremental outflows of only $50,000, and inflows for $800,000. The net cash flows for that interval period equal a positive $750,000.
Adding all the interval period net cash flows together results in a total net cash flow of positive $250,000 over the three-year life of the investment. In reviewing alternative investment options, the one with the greatest net cash flows would be the best. This concept is known as the Time Value of money, and so Present Value represents how much a given amount of money in the future is worth now. The greater the interest rate you can achieve, or the longer into the future we base our calculations, the lower the Present Value of the money.
Present Value equals the investment value (or return), divided by one plus the annual interest rate, to the nth power, where "n" equals the number of years before the money is received. So for an expected one million dollars in revenue due to materialize in three years with annual interest rates at 10%, the Present Value of that money is one million divided by 1.1 cubed, which is one million dollars divided by 1.331, or $751,315. So the reverse statement is if you were to invest $751,315 in a bank account at 10% interest, in three years time it would be worth $1m.
If we want to undertake more sophisticated financial cost benefit analysis then we must incorporate the concept of Time Value of money, namely that having money now is worth more than having the same amount of money in the future.
Slide 9 -Discounted Cash Flow analysis
Now integrating the consideration of the Time Value of money, let's return to our discussion of cash flows: comparing outflows, or costs, with inflows, or revenues, over a specific period of time. This is called Discounted Cash Flow analysis.
Our previous example yielded a net cash flow of positive $250,000 over the three-year investment, with inflows light at first, and picking up to $800,000 in year three. For the sake of simplicity, let's look at two scenarios, both reflecting an initial investment of $950,000. In the first scenario, if we consider an interest rate of 10% and because the returns were primarily at the end of the asset's life, the Discounted Cash Flow is reduced to -$10,105.
In scenario two, we assume the same initial $950,000 outlay, and the same 10% interest rate. However, this time lets assume the returns are $400,000 for each of the three years. The total net cash flow is the same as in scenario 1. In this case though, the Discounted Cash Flow aggregates to a positive $44,741 over the three years. Collecting the revenues sooner makes a practical difference of almost $55,000, and turns a loss-creating scenario into a gain for the company. Slide 11 -Alternative approaches If all the financial analysis methodologies embody risk related to uncertainty of the investment and the unpredictability of the returns, why do business cases rely so heavily on them?
One reason is that they are the tools that most directly predict the corporation's ability to make money. Those corporations that pursue detailed costing methodologies, enforce strict budgetary controls, and incorporate robust forecasting technologies are able to evaluate investments with a fair degree of confidence. However corporations are turning to nonfinancial analysis capabilities and use these in addition to, or sometimes instead of, their traditional financial analyses.
These alternative approaches look to mitigate the speculative nature of a pure financial analysis by introducing strategic or process considerations. They include development of multiple criteria decision models as the basis for investment decisions. These models suppliers understand the underlying goals for the investment and can make sure that their response aligns with expectations. This understanding allows suppliers to consider alternatives in their proposals that can better achieve the desired results.
Fulfilment of the business case is also the foundation for supplier evaluation criteria. Suppliers should be selected in part on the basis of their ability to deliver on business objectives outlined in business case, and their ability to address risks identified in business case.
Slide 22 -Incorporate cost benefit analysis into supplier evaluation
Move the answers on the left into the correct column on the right.
Slide 23 -Incorporate cost benefit analysis into supplier evaluation
Let's take a look at the answer.
Slide 24 -Linking metrics with requirements
As we have mentioned, fulfilment of the business case is the primary objective of any project or purchase. The detailed requirements created after initial project approval should be developed to optimize cost and benefit scenarios. One approach is to cascade requirements from the high level objectives in the business case. For example, if the cost benefit analysis identifies cost considerations such as allocations or implementation support, make sure that those responsible for those elements are aware of the assumptions, that they buy-in to them, and are capable of delivering upon them.
These metrics then become part of the requirements and the contract as a whole. The requirements should identify "sensors" to report on business financial and non-financial performance metrics, and inform where any component of the cost benefit analysis deviates from expectations. This serves two functions. Firstly, it will allow contract managers to identify issues and make course corrections during the course of implementation, and secondly, they will provide a more solid basis for future cost benefit analyses.
Slide 25 -Summary of Key Learning Points
On screen you'll see a summary of the key learning points from this sub-module.
Slide 26 -Next Steps
This concludes our Module. Please take the time to complete the Module Feedback.
Once you have completed the Module Feedback, we recommend that you go to the Attachments to review the additional information.
A Module Test is available for you to take in order to check your understanding of the material or practice for the Certification Exam. The required pass rate for all Module Tests is 80%. You may take this test as many times as you wish: please allow 24 hours between each attempt.
Once you have passed all the Module Tests with at least 80% you will be invited to take the Certification Exam.
